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Gow Collecters Guide

THE ULTIMATE GEARS OF WAR 2 COLLECTIBLE

LIMITED EDITION EMBOSSED HARDCOVER STRATEGY GUIDE

Everything from our Signature Series guide - and more - packaged in a premium hardcover binding.

NUMBERED LITHOGRAPHIC ART

Be one of the few to own this gorgeously macabre limited edition art. This is your only change to get this 8x10 lithograph signed by the artist.

BONUS CONTENT

Excerpt from the Gears of War Comic – plus conceptual art from Epic.

SIGNATURE SERIES GUIDE INCLUDES:
Exhaustive Campaign Coverage

Custom tailored to how players approach the game, our walkthrough guides you through all five campaign acts. We break down each chapter into its individual encounters, online enemy presence at a glance, and supply in-depth tactics when you want more detail.

Unprecedented Multiplayer Content

Maximize your combat effectiveness with multiplayer-specific weapon stats, along with pickup location and cycle data. Lock down any match with enemy spawn points and specialized tactics for each game mode and map. Dominate team play with role-based strategies and expanded coverage of the addictive new Horde mode!

Detailed Single-Player and Multiplayer Maps

Our maps depict every area in the game. We pinpoint mission objectives, collectible locations, weapons and ammo, and more! Multiplayer maps provide mode-specific callouts, illustrate team strategies, and identify enemy paths and chokepoints!

Double-Sided Foldout!

Exclusive two-sided banner not available anywhere else!

That’s Not All!

Complete Achievement Reference  Co-Op Campaign Strategy  Every War Journal Collectible  Expert Combat Training  Character and Enemy Bios  Developer Tips and Tricks

Platform: Xbox 360

Genre: Shooter

Features:
My Personal Review:
Ok so if your a collector and a fan of Gears of War then get this book. The only reason i bought it online is because the idiots at game stop told me they had enough copies to buy not preorder and if you were the first 12 online for the midnight release they could almost guarantee you a copy. So i did, i was 6 inline waited then as im picking up the game they say we only have 3 copies, MORONS!!!!! so i got it online $10 cheaper and w amazon prime i got it within 4 days. So yeah it was worth the wait.
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